USVI Vision 2040, With Lofty Goals, Now Available for
Viewing
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V.I. Economic Development Authority CEO Wayne Biggs last week released the authority's Vision
2040 plan, an initiative aimed at growing the territory's economy and improving quality of life
through 2040. It also seeks to reduce the territory's dependence on tourism.

The plan seeks to "reach full employment, adding 1100 net new jobs each year between now and
2030. Increase the population by 10 percent from the 2020 census. Raise the share of locally
sourced food from three percent to 35 percent. Generate 75 percent of the Territory’s electricity
from renewables, up from one percent today," according to a release issued by the E.D.A., which
also stated that those were just some of the goals of the vision.
Even as the plan seeks to decrease the USVI's tourism dependence — tourism currently accounts for
60 percent of the territory's gross domestic product (GDP) — the plan sees the the tourism sector
growing and evolving to a more “VI Style Tourism,” according to the release, focusing on extended
stays in which visitors experience authentic Virgin Islands features such as its heritage, culture,
adventure, and wellness, among others.
Other “aspirational goals” in the plan include a healthcare and health sciences sector that more than
doubles from seven percent to 15 percent of the USVI’s gross domestic product, the development of

the highest quality education system in the Caribbean including higher education that attracts the
best and brightest from both within and outside the territory, and the establishment of the USVI as a
Blue Economy research center of Excellence for ocean-based tropical environments.
Deemed by its authors as “the most ambitious long-term economic strategy and action plan ever
attempted in the U.S. Virgin Islands”, Vision 2040 is the first-ever 20-year economic plan. According
to the E.D.A., the document is the culmination of six months of intensive work by the E.D.A., its allies
in other government agencies, the private and nonprofit sectors, and Camoin 310, the Saratoga, NYbased economic development consulting firm hired to assist in its creation.
The project was funded by the U.S. Economic Development Administration with matching funds from
the Virgin Islands Housing Finance Authority administering Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery (CDBG-DR) by the Housing Urban Development (HUD).
Officially launched last October, a key element in the development of the plan was the engagement
of Virgin Islanders, both those who currently live in the territory and Virgin Islanders who now live
elsewhere in the U.S. mainland and abroad.
The E.D.A. said some 2,500 residents and more than 700 former residents heeded the call,
participating in multiple surveys, one-on-one interviews and virtual town hall meetings in November
and December. “The response was phenomenal,” said Mr. Biggs.
As noted in the plan’s executive summary: Participants spoke directly about their hopes and dreams,
and of those things that they love about living in the U.S. Virgin Islands: the deep sense of
community, the natural beauty, friends, family, and more. At the same time they did not sugarcoat
the problems of living in the Territory, such as lack of opportunity and family-sustaining jobs, high
cost of living, food insecurity, poverty, inadequate health care, and crime.
According to the release, 87 percent of businesses surveyed said the business climate is problematic.
The report provides recommendations and new initiatives to improve conditions to grow businesses.
There is a strong focus in the report on streamlining the regulatory processes. Many (businesses)
cite Covid-19 restrictions, governmental regulations (specifically licensing and IRB – Internal
Revenue Bureau) and high taxes, (specifically the gross receipts tax) as hindrances to growth. The
cost of living, the need for educated/skilled workers, and obtaining capital were also cited.
Far more encouraging were the responses by the diaspora, people who grew up with or otherwise
spent years in the U.S. Virgin Islands, but now live elsewhere, primarily in the mainland United
States, said the E.D.A. Some of these former territorial residents had been away for as long as 30
years. But invariably they referred to the Virgin Islands as home, and an astonishing 80 percent of
them said that, given the right conditions, they would move back. To the extent that former residents
can be considered a “target industry,” Mr. Biggs said he plans to build on the momentum of Vision
2040 by continuing to engage the diaspora in the months ahead.
The Vision 2040 plan identifies eight sectors of target industries and economic activities. They are:

Agribusiness, involving aquaponics, aquaculture, hemp farming and specialty and farm-totable foods;
Coastal/Ocean Resources, including marine/maritime, biology, sustainable harvesting,
mariculture, medicinal, nutritional, and alternative energy ventures;
Renewable Energy: Solar, wind, tidal wave, biomass, waste, and new sustainable technologies;
Health Sciences, including telemedicine, medical stimulation, specialty care and education;

Light Manufacturing: Regional foods, co-manufacturing, and resilient building materials (some
of which can be made from hemp).
Professional/Tech Services: Financial, IT, customer service centers/back office, remote work
(the feasibility and desirability of which has gotten a boost from the pandemic), consulting,
and diaspora co-ventures;
Research and Development particularly in Agri-tech, ocean, climate change, healthcare,
academic partnerships, and other concerns; and
VI-Style Tourism: Heritage, culture, sports, adventure, wellness, small conferences, and
casual-elegant lodging and dining.

The lead consultant for Vision 2040, Dan Gundersen, principal of Camoin 310, said: “Twenty years
from now, the Blue Economy is expected to account for the majority of jobs in the U.S. Virgin
Islands. Vision 2040 helps position the Territory and prepare residents for these higher-paying job
opportunities.”
Mr. Biggs said: “The completion of the 20-year economic plan for the Territory is just the beginning,
it is now in the hands of Virgin Islanders in the Territory and the diaspora to bring the aspirational
goals of Vision 2040 to fruition for generations to come. The collaborative effort from the public,
private, and non-private sector is essential to maintain the momentum to transition to the prosperity
of the U.S. Virgin Islands for all Virgin Islanders. My team at the VI Economic Development
Authority and I are committed to doing just that.”
Governor Albert Bryan said: “A comprehensive plan for economic development has to include the
entire community, and this plan does that. Our administration is making investments in our
infrastructure, our workforce, and toward diversifying our fragile economy. A long-term plan such as
Vision 2040 gives us a road map for how and what those investments should look like.”

The entire 20 year vision plan can be found at www.usvi2040.com.
Get the latest news straight to your phone with the VI Consortium app.
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